It is shown that any two bivariate polynomials can be made linearly disjoint by applying a linear transformation to one of the variables in one of the polynomials. From this it is deduced that the algebraic fundamental group of an affine line is closed relative to direct products. . 'Here "most" means there exists 0 ^ <f>(X, Y) e k[X , Y] such that our assertion is true for all a, b in k for which <j>(a, b) ^ 0 .
Introduction
Let k be an algebraically closed field, and let there be given any two nonconstant monic separable polynomials fiX, Y) and giX, Y) in Y with coefficients in kiX). Then I shall prove: Disjointness Theorem. For most a, b in k with a ^ 0, the splitting fields of the polynomials fiX, Y) and giaX + b, Y) over kiX) are linearly disjoint over kiX).x Let Lk be the affine line over k , and let nA(Lk) be the algebraic fundamental group of Lk , i.e., nAiLk) is the set of all finite Galois groups of unramified coverings of Lk . Given any two members H and J of nAiLk), we can find fiX, Y) and giX, Y) in k [X, Y] such that H and / are the respective Galois groups of the splitting fields of fiX, Y) and g(X, Y) over kiX), and such that no valuation of kiX)/k , other than the valuation X = oo , is ramified in these splitting fields. Clearly J is also the Galois group of the splitting field of giaX + b, Y) over ¿t (X) and no valuation of kiX)/k , other than the valuation X = oo, is ramified in the said splitting field. It follows that no valuation of kiX)/k, other than the valuation X = oo, is ramified in the splitting field of fiX, Y)giaX + b, Y) over kiX), and hence the Galois group of the said splitting field belongs to nA(Lk). Finally, if the splitting fields of fiX, Y) and giaX + b, Y) over ¿c(X) are linearly disjoint over kiX), then Galois group of the splitting field of fiX, Y)giaX + b, Y) over kiX) is the direct product H x J . Thus the Disjointness Theorem implies the following statement (FG8) for which different (unpublished) proofs were also obtained by Mulay, Sathaye, and Serre; for the companion statements (FG1) to (FG7) concerning nAiLk) see [A] ; it may be noted that (FG8) is vacuous in case k is of characteristic zero because then Lk has no nontrivial unramified extension.
(FG8) nAiLk) is closed with respect to direct products.
Turning to the proof of the Disjointness Theorem, in §2, I shall first prove the following lemma and then, in §3 I shall deduce the Theorem from it.
Lemma. Let K be a finitely generated field extension of k of transcendence degree one, and let x £ K with x £ k . Assume that either the genus of K/k is nonzero or K/kix) is not purely inseparable. Then for most a, b in k we have ax + b £ {t(x) : x £ AutkK} where Autj-AT is the group of all k-automorphisms ofK.
Lemma
To prove the lemma, let vx,v2, ... ,vm be the poles of x in K, i.e., vx,v2, ... ,vm are the distinct valuations of K/k for which the value of x is negative. Note that then m is a positive integer. Also note that every x £ Aut^-AT permutes the set of all valuations of K/k , and if t(x) = ax + b with a, b in k then x must map the set {vx,v2, ... ,vm} onto itself.
It is well known that if the genus of K/k is nonzero then, for any valuation v of K/k , the group of all x £ Aut^AT that map v onto itself is a finite group; for instance see [IT] . It follows that if the genus of K/k is nonzero then the group of all x e Autj-AT that map the set {vx, v2, ... , vm} onto itself is a finite group, and hence for most a, b in k we have ax + b f {r(x) : x £ Aut^AT}.
Henceforth assume that the genus of K/k is zero, and K/kix) is not purely inseparable. Now K/k is simple transcendental and, by applying a suitable fractional linear transformation to a given generator of K/k , we can find t £ K such that AT = kit), and the valuation t = oo of K/k is vx, but the valuation t = 0 of K/k is not in the set {vx, v2, ... , vm}. It follows that x = r(i)/5(?) where r(i) and sit) are nonzero coprime polynomials in t with coefficients in k such that sit) is monic and upon letting d and e to be the respective degrees of r(r) and sit) we have 0 < e < d. Now clearly sit) = \[™=2it _ ßi)Ci where e2, e^, ... , em are positive integers and ß2, ßi, ... , ßm are pairwise distinct nonzero elements in k such that u,(/ -/?,) = 1 for 2 < i < m. Also rit) = aotd + axtd~x + ■ ■ ■ + ad where qo , ax, ... , ad are elements in k with «o^O. Let x £ Aut£ AT be such that t(x) = ax + b for some a , b in k with a ^ 0. Then x must send v ■ to Vj for some j with 1 < j < m. Since every kautomorphism of AT sends t to a fractional linear expression in t, we must have t(í) = ikt + p)/v¡ where v¡ = 1 or t-ßj depending upon whether j = 1 or j > 1, and where X and p are elements in k, at least one of which is nonzero, such that Xt + p does not divide v¡ in k[t]. If j = 1 then obviously X =£ 0. If j / 1 then there is a unique / with 2 < j' < m such that x sends Vji to vx and hence such that i>i(t(í -ßj>)) = 1 ; since we get X = ßj> / 0. Thus always X / 0. License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use
where num (= numerator) and den (= denominator) are nonzero coprime members of k[t] such that den is monic and deg ( Equating the coefficients of Ts on both sides of the above equation we get Aâ = a, and differentiating both sides with respect to T and letting R*iT) stand for the L-derivative of RiT) we get (*) AR*iAT + M) = aR*iT).
By the definition of q we have R*iT) ^ 0 , and upon letting ô* = degR*iT) we see that a* is an integer with 0 < S* < ô -1 , and by equating the coefficients of Ts* on both sides of the above equation we get Ax+S' = a. Therefore
As-i-ê-= l If ô i l+ô* then obviously there exists 0 / <p{X, Y) such that <pia', b') = 0 for all a', b' in k for which a' ^ 0 and 
Characteristic zero
Here is an alternative proof of the Disjointness Theorem in case char/: = 0. Let f'iX, Y) be the product of the distinct irreducible nonconstant monic factors of /(X, 7) in kiX) [Y] , and let R be the F-degree of f'iX, Y) ; then we can find 0 ^ / £ k[X] such that upon letting FiX, Y) = IRf'iX, /-' Y) we have F{X, Y) £ k[X, Y]. Likewise let g'iX, Y) be the product of the distinct irreducible nonconstant monic factors of giX, Y) in kiX) [Y] , and let S be the T-degree of g'iX, Y); then we can find 0/Je k[X] such that upon letting GiX, Y) = Jsg'iX, J~XY) we have GiX, Y) £ k[X, Y]. Let DiX) and EiX) be the y-discriminants of FiX, Y) and GiX, Y) respectively.
